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Engagement scores in risk exposure

Description

§ The inherent risk and residual 
risk in control-based 
engagement risk assessment 
projects are now contributing 
factors to the risk exposure.

Customer benefit

§ Provides a better view of the 
total risk associated with doing 
business with a supplier.

§ An enhanced exposure score 
enables buyers to make better 
decisions in risk aware 
procurement processes (SAP 
Ariba guided buying capability, 
etc.)

User

§ Buyer

Enablement model

§ Automatically On

Applicable solutions:

§ SAP Ariba Supplier Risk
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Prerequisites, restrictions, cautions

Prerequisites
§ Your site must be configured for use of control-based engagement risk assessment projects.
§ Your site must be configured for calculating supplier-level inherent and residual risk from risk domain 

values.
§ You must be a member of the Supplier Risk Manager group to customize the risk exposure configuration.
§ You need to create a new draft version in the configuration editor to display the new standard inherent risk 

and residual risk fields.

Restrictions
§ You set up your inherent risk screening questionnaire to use either point-based or percentage-based 

scoring. This determines which parameter defines the inherent risk ratings you're using.
§ See documentation for more information.
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1. This feature introduces engagement risk scores as contributing 
factors to the risk exposure. The engagement scores in risk exposure 
use the supplier model for risk exposure calculation. For more 
information, see Understanding how risk exposure is calculated.

2. New standard engagement risk rating fields for each risk category 
have been introduced on the field settings tab of the risk configurator:

§ Environmental and social
§ inherent risk score
§ residual risk score

§ Financial
§ inherent risk score
§ residual risk score

§ Operational
§ inherent risk score
§ residual risk score

§ Regulatory and legal
§ inherent risk score
§ residual risk score

3. The Field value has the following standard allowed values for the 
new fields and have a weight set as:

Field value Weight
Low Low
Medium Medium
High High
Critical High
Showstopper High
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Feature details
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https://help.sap.com/docs/SAP_Ariba/86cf929e9d4c42c898a6cf461a3eac90/b73f5772201f453199e9357e1a4373fb.html?state=DRAFT
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1. For this feature, all ratings named in the point-based 
or percentage-based scoring parameter are 
displayed in the field value fields.

2. Field values are automatically updated based on the 
data that was created from master data as part of 
your engagement workflow. For example, you may 
have standard risk ratings such 
as: Low, Medium, High, Critical, 
or Showstopper or you may have custom field 
values like abc or xyz. The risk manager 
must assign the Risk (Low, Medium, High) for each 
field value.

You can use the default mapping or change the 
mapping for each of these five possible field values 
to a risk exposure weight of Low, Medium, or High, 
so that engagement-related inherent and residual 
risk ratings can contribute to the overall risk 
exposure.
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Feature details
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1. This feature introduces a new Mappings
tab in the risk configuration.

2. The Mappings tab has columns 
for Engagement risk domain and Risk 
category.

3. Engagement risk domain can only be 
mapped to one risk category.

1
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Feature details
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This feature adds the following information to 
the Risk exposure tab:

1. The inherent risk score and the residual 
risk score for the supplier are listed in 
the Engagement risk scores dropdown 
for the risk categories on the Risk 
exposure tab of the Risk page in the 
supplier's 360° profile.

2. The inherent and residual risk scores in 
the Engagement risk scores dropdown 
are links that take you to the engagement 
project for that score.

Feature details
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